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Communities lead the way
MIGHTY FOUR-YEAR PROGRAMME ENDS BUT NEXT ROUND IN SIGHT
MORE
THAN
350
community projects in
172 villages have been
successfully completed
thanks to the special
grant scheme called
‘LEADER’.

Guzelian

The four-year North York Moors,
Coast and Hills LEADER Programme
ends in March 2014 with a track
record for being one of the best
performers in the country.
It has funded arts festivals,
apprenticeships and a quoits
pitch, restored old buildings and
a community orchard – and even
turned an old phone box into a quirky
village library.
LEADER also provided funding
for the North York Moors Tourism
Network, a group of 150 businesses
who are working together to
encourage more people to visit the
National Park.
The total cost of all the projects
was £5.3m. The Rural Development
Renovating Borobeck store: from left Paul Milson, 19, of the Wykeham Estate, Peter Wigham, 20,
Programme for England funded
of Castle Howard Estate, and, Jack Pooleman, 18, of the Mexbrough Estate, Hawnby, who repaired the
£2.6m of the total cost and the
remainder was financed by public and
store as part of their Traditional Estate Crafts Apprenticeship Scheme.
private contributions.
David Renwick, Director of
A key project within the end of their first year in August
A total of 172 villages out of the
community-driven
Programme with a special project to restore the Conservation for the National
199 villages in the LEADER area
was the Traditional Estate Crafts Borobeck store in the historic town Park, said: “For any new LEADER
have benefited from the money.
Programme there will need to be a
Apprenticeship Scheme which of Helmsley.
But, despite the grants, the projects
The LEADER programme, which strong link with the growth agenda
received a grant of £24,000.
could not have succeeded without
The National Park Authority joined is an integral part of the National of the Local Enterprise Partnerships,
the help of hundreds of volunteers
forces with six local estates, York Park’s Conservation Department, so looking for ways to support
in the National Park, East Cleveland,
University and English Heritage to has successfully secured a further sustainable growth in the local
Pickering, and the Hambleton
provide three apprentices with specialist £36,000 from the Department for economy will be important.”
and Howardian Hills, as well as
heritage conservation work on buildings Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
North Yorkshire County Council
(Defra) to research and develop a l The Leader projects — Page 2
and archaeological monuments.
which provided the administrative
l Four new films — Page 4
The apprentices celebrated the new plan.
framework.
Anyone wishing to get involved with the LEADER Programme, or wishing to receive regular updates should join the LEADER Local Action Group:
www.moorscoastandhills.org.uk/how-to-get-involved – or contact the LEADER Programme team on 01439 772700.

PARISH FORUM Landscapes really do matter
DATES

LANDSCAPES matter. They are important to individuals and communities. They are homes
to return to, places of escape and places of pride.

NORTHERN
• Thurs 6 February at 7pm
Sunnyfield House, Guisborough
•T
 hurs 10 July at 7pm
To be confirmed
SOUTHERN
•T
 hurs 6 March at 7pm
To be confirmed
•W
 eds 9 July at 7pm
To be confirmed

This was the declaration issued at a recent conference
in the North York Moors which was attended by more
than 100 delegates from the UK National Park family.
The biennial conference, which was opened by
Secretary of State for the Environment, Owen Paterson,
showcased the North York Moors with delegates taking
a boat trip to Staithes, glorying in the moorland, gazing
at stunning views and visiting RAF Fylingdales.
The declaration, which calls for landscape to
be high on the agenda once again, recognises
that some change in landscapes is in general both
inevitable and desirable but this depends largely on

WESTERN
•W
 eds, 19 February at 7.15pm
Old Vicarage, Helmsley
•T
 ues 16 July at 7.15pm
To be confirmed
COASTAL
•T
 ues 25 February at 7pm
Hawsker & Stainsacre
Village Hall
•W
 eds 23 July at 7pm
To be confirmed

Follow us: @northyorkmoors

Owen Paterson

the nature and speed of change and the ability of the
landscape to accommodate it. During his visit to the
National Park, Mr Paterson met representatives from
businesses as well as former and current National Park
apprentices to whom he presented the Best Medium
Apprentice Employer Regional Award.
He also met landowner and agent, Jamie Savile
and John Richardson of Hawnby Estate to discuss
how the estate balances shooting, fishing and forestry
with restoration of ancient woodland and improving
habitat for wildlife. During discussions with the Local
Enterprise Partnership, the issue of increasing the
amount of British food the public buys was raised and
ideas for better ways in which Defra could help local
businesses was exchanged.
Mr Paterson was captivated by the beauty of
Rievaulx Abbey during his tour of the North York
Moors National Park and in his opening address spoke
of the huge contribution that National Parks make to
the nation’s life and to rural tourism.
Jim Bailey, Chairman of the North York Moors
National Park, said: “The Secretary of State’s visit can
be considered a feather in the cap for the North York
Moors National Park and its partners. In a letter
afterwards, he said he was ‘incredibly impressed’ with
the work the Authority does.”

Like us: /northyorkmoorsnationalpark
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WHAT’S IN A NAME? The North

York Moors National Park is the
North York Moors National Park
– and not the North Yorkshire
Moors National Park.
There, I have said it! I think it is
the fear of seeming bureaucratic and
pedantic that has stopped me – and
still stops others – from correcting
those who get our name wrong.
Over the last two years as we have
become more determined to increase
the profile of the North York Moors,
I have been persuaded that this isn’t
just a matter of personal taste but
matters for the future welfare of the
area. Let me explain.
Whether we like it or not we have
competitors, particularly in tourism.
If we are to promote our area we
need a clear and common name that
is unique to the location. The North
York Moors is explicitly a place north
of York whereas the ‘North Yorkshire
Moors’ could equally well be the
moors above Arkengarthdale in the
Yorkshire Dales. Moreover, ‘North
Yorkshire Moors’ gets abbreviated
to ‘Yorkshire Moors’, a term used
to describe Brontë Country and the
moors around Sheffield.
To those of us who live here, such
confusion may seem unlikely – but
there are an increasing number of
puzzled enquiries from further afield.
It can’t help all of us who live and
work here if the public don’t know
where we are.
And for those of us who secretly
do like to get the niceties right,
the correct name is enshrined in
parliamentary order and has a long
historical pedigree.

Andy Wilson

Chief Executive
(National Park Officer)
Published by:
The North York Moors
National Park Authority,
The Old Vicarage,
Bondgate, Helmsley,
North Yorkshire
YO62 5BP
Tel: 01439 772700

Scan the code
to visit our
website

Printed on recycled paper

Blog: http://northyorkmoorsnationalpark.wordpress.com

Liz Bassindale

Spotlight on
Leader

RURAL/URBAN SCHOOLS
TWINNING PROJECT

Rural/Urban Schools Twinning Project:
£37,137
A total of 18 primary schools in the
Howardian Hills Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, York and Hull have been working
together on their contrasting local heritage,
landscape and communities. Children have
taken part in apple processing, constructing
wattle hedges, and orienteering and have
visited urban parks. Adult volunteers have
been trained to lead the educational activities
and two teacher-training sessions have been
developed and delivered by project staff.

Husthwaite Community Orchard:
£8,444
Husthwaite was known as the ‘Orchard
Village’ in the mid-19th century. The Local
History Society discovered that much of
the land within and surrounding the village
was used as apple, pear, plum and damson
orchards. So the Husthwaite Orchard
Co-operative was formed, work started on
re-instating some of the lost orchards and
the fruit was used to produce apple juice
and cider. The co-operative now produces
around 6,000 litres of juice and cider each
year for local shops, delicatessens and
pubs. The revenue generated has been
used to create a local grant fund to support
other village projects.

Mulgrave Community Research
Project: £64,172
Scores of enthusiastic amateur historians
and school children are learning how
to dowse, use survey equipment, field
walk and conduct internet research thanks
to LEADER and the Heritage Lottery
Fund. The project was developed and
delivered by the Jet Coast Development
Trust with the aim of organising events to
strengthen community cohesion using a
local history theme.

FACTS & FIGURES
l	Total

value of the programme was
£5.3million

Giant inspires musical
Tallest Man in the World Musical: £5,000
Primary school children from Osmotherley
and Swainby starred in a musical called The
Tallest Man in the World. The production
told the story of local resident 7ft 6in tall Harry
Cooper. The project helped raise awareness
of the local heritage and landscape and
provided the children with the opportunity to
research and learn about their communities
and the beauty of their surroundings.

TEAMWORK LEADS TO

TRIUMPH

Fishermen to the rescue
The Anglers Monitoring Initiative: £1,960
Twelve local anglers and wildlife group
members, trained in survey techniques,
have been monitoring the health of the
River Esk in the North York Moors. Their
data is invaluable for saving the life of the
endangered freshwater pearl mussel and
halting the decline of the Atlantic salmon.

Projects large and small throughout the North York Moors National Park and beyond have
benefited from the LEADER Programme. As the programme comes to an end in March 2014,
Moors Messenger would like to share with you 11 of its most colourful projects.

of the 199 settlements in the
LEADER area have been directly
supported or have benefited from a
project (86% coverage)

Lunch at Lythe
Lythe Village Hall: £61,300
Lythe Village Hall committee has been
working exceptionally hard to make sure it
offers the services residents need and want.
An extensive scheme to refurbish the village
hall was partly supported by LEADER in
2010. The village hall now hosts zumba,
yoga, a regular local produce and craft fair,
and a very popular new lunch club and
community café.

l	172

TALLEST MAN IN THE
WORLD MUSICAL

HOVINGHAM VILLAGE
HALL AND MARKET

l	46

community buildings have
received support

l	Restoration

and repair work to 18
Listed Buildings or structures has
been completed

l	25

sites needed practical
conservation work

Lift for Heather Hopper

l	Traditional

name plates, fingerposts
and directional signs in 35 villages
were restored

l	63

village features have been
restored
apprenticeships and 24 sixmonth work placements have been
created

Chris J. Parker

l	Ten

The phone box library

Market matters

HUSTHWAITE
COMMUNITY ORCHARD

Esk Moors Active: £3,031
A wheelchair lift for the Heather Hopper
community minibus has given senior citizens
in the National Park a new lease of life.
The minibus, which is run by the charity
Esk Moors Active, provides a service for
people in the Esk Valley where there is no
suitable public transport. It provides freedom
and independence for those who are often
confined to their own homes.

Network of Distinction

SKINNINGROVE FLOOD
STORY MURAL

Huttons Ambo Phone Box: £455
When British Telecom announced the
closure of High Hutton phone box,
residents adopted it, restored it and
turned it into a mini library. Villagers
are encouraged to borrow books and
magazines and donate their own unwanted
material in return.

Hovingham Village Hall and Market:
£17,000
Improvements to Hovingham Village
Hall boosted community events, a village
market and a new youth group. The awardwinning market, which won the UK’s
Greenest Market 2010 and Best Yorkshire
Farmers Market 2012, has a Community
Café which is run on a franchise basis by
local community groups.

Skinningrove Flood Story Mural: £24,000
A ceramic story wall tells the tale of the
Skinningrove floods of 2000 and how the
community pulled together in the aftermath.
Children from Whitecliffe Primary School
in Skinningrove worked with artist Glynis
Johnson to create the mural. The finished
piece is situated on the wall of the Riverside
Building in the centre of the village.

School twins swap

Juicy profits

Strength in history

A watery story

HUTTONS AMBO PHONE
BOX

North York Moors Tourism Network:
£35,700
How do we persuade visitors to stay longer
and spend more? Working with local
accommodation providers, visitor attractions,
shops, pubs, restaurants and crafts people,
the North York Moors Tourism Network has
identified the area's most distinctive features,
both well-known and hidden. All businesses
in the area are invited to join the Network for
free. Over the year members have attended
free workshops and have been given a free
toolkit which included marketing tips, a booklet
promoting the special places in the North
York Moors area, more than 200 copyrightfree images, four promotional films to feature
on their own websites and a copy of a cartoon
map – a humorous take on all that the area has
to offer. Members have also been encouraged
and given guidance on developing new
products, packages and visitor experiences.
www.northyorkmoorstourism.com

People in the Park members of the authority DAG
Authority Members
from left Jim Bailey,
Alison Fisher and
Hawson Simpson

celebrates
tenth
anniversary
MEMBERS of the North York
Moors Disability Advisory
Group
are
celebrating
their 10th anniversary in
December.

BRANSDALE and Farndale residents didn’t bother putting their letters in the
village post box in the sixties. They simply gave them to young postman Hawson
Simpson as he made his daily round of the village.

Much has changed since then.
Hawson, now 69, is these days better
known for potatoes, and, Parish and
Park Meetings than letters.
Gillamoor residents queue up for his
newly-lifted taters every summer. He
has planted them on the same piece
of ground for years, he says, but, the
worms never eat them because they’re
not in the ground long enough.
Hawson and his wife, Ann, ran
Gillamoor post office for 40 years.
Hawson himself has been chairman
of Gillamoor Parish Meeting for 30
years. And he is one of the North York
Moors National Park Authority’s longest
serving Members.
He joined the Authority 16 years ago
with the first influx of Parish Members.
“Some of the older Members were
against having Parish Members,” he
recalls. “They didn’t like change. But the
five new Parish Members were made
very welcome.”
Since then the number of Members
has been cut from 26 to 22. One new
Secretary of State Member is Alison
Fisher, 61, one of six women Members
serving on the Authority. Alison, who
was an historic area adviser for English
Heritage for 20 years, used to give
advice on building repairs and new
buildings in historic areas.
She says the knowledge of the

Secretary of State’s appointments is
valuable because their expertise and
experience make for constructive and
engaging meetings.
Alison, like Hawson, likes the
apolitical nature of the meetings – unlike
county and district council meetings,
political party allegiances play little part
in decisions.

Respect
Jim Bailey, the Authority’s Chairman,
a 50-year-old Spaunton farmer and a
Ryedale councillor, says: “The thing
I like about being on the National
Park Committee is that it’s about
things that improve our landscape, our
environment, our local communities,
the concept of enjoying what we
have done and providing the same
opportunity for others in the future. So
many things today are about not caring
about tomorrow. It really helps in this
sort of work if you believe in what you
are doing.”
He adds: “The Members take very
different paths to this table, and all need
to pursue the Park’s statutory purposes.
We work to respect each other and use
the collective skills we have.”
A crucial part of the job is the monthly
planning committee: “It’s always a

tough job that greatly affects those
people involved,” says Jim. “Whether
it’s the York Potash application, gas
at Thornton le Dale, a field barn, or
house extension, each proposal should
be considered against the policies which
are publicly formed for this task.
“I think any fool can make a planning
decision, but a good decision is one that
is accepted and understood.”
Hawson has some experience of
difficult meetings. One of his strongest
memories of being a new Parish
Member was an unsuccessful planning
application to turn a Guisborough farm
into cottages. At the meeting at Skelton,
Members were outnumbered by 200
protesters waving placards and chanting
‘Save our Farm’.
“That was very daunting for a new
Member,” he said. “But the planning
application was unanimously turned
down and most folks went home happy.”
l The 22 National Park Authority
Members are made up of 12 serving
local authority councillors and 10
appointees by the Environment
Secretary. The 10 appointees comprise
four serving Parish Councillors and six
Members selected for their specialist
experience. The Members meet three
or four times a month and are paid
basic expenses of £2,163 per year
plus a mileage allowance.

Good work
Jan King, DAG Chairman, who
with her colleagues, has put in a
huge amount of time to help the
Authority, says: “I really enjoy my
involvement with the Authority. I
see the DAG as a critical friend –
plenty of good work has been done
by the Authority, but there is always
more to do.”
Jan has played an important role
in the setting up of the Moorswork
social enterprise which will provide
opportunities for disabled people
to carry out voluntary work in the
National Park.
Great
improvements
have
been made over the last 10 years,
particularly in removing barriers on
public footpaths.
The Authority is totally committed
to making the National Park easier
for disabled people to access.
New people are always welcome
to help DAG. Contact Ian Nicholls
on 01439 772700 or email
i.nicholls@northyorkmoors.gov.uk,
if you are interested.
The next issue of the Moors
Messenger will take a more in-depth
look at DAG members and how
they help the Authority.

Let’s go find a kite...
MAJESTIC red kites have been regularly spotted
in the North York Moors National Park this year.

There have been successful reintroduction programmes of
red kites in Yorkshire at Harewood, so it is quite probable
that with an increasing population some of those birds may
be heading to the North York Moors.
Red kites are carrion-eating birds whose main diet
consists of dead rats and rabbits as well as some
invertebrates such as worms. Occasionally they also like to
catch live mice and voles.
The red kite reached peak numbers in medieval times but
started to decline with improved domestic sanitation. The
decline was exacerbated by the Vermin Acts of the 16th
century which specifically named red kites as a threat to
expanding agriculture.
These large scavengers have a distinctive forked tail, their
wing span can be up to 150cm (5ft) and they are 60cm (2ft)
long. Adults have silvery-grey heads and their bodies are
reddish-brown.
l If you’re out and about in the Park and you see a red
kite then report your sighting to the North York Moors
National Park Authority. Contact Ranger Simon Bassindale
at s.bassindale@northyorkmoors.org.uk or telephone 01439
772700 or 07967 058009.

It's mine! Two red kites fighting over a dead hare at Harewood, Yorkshire.

Ivan Ellison / Yorkshire Red Kites

NO JOB FOR FOOLS

The Disability Advisory Group
(DAG) brings together people with
disabilities and Authority staff.
The group was set up in
2003 for staff to hear about the
problems that disabled people
face at first hand.
DAG members have been
involved in the Authority’s work
at all levels from ensuring that
the needs of disabled people
are properly considered in the
National Park Management Plan
to issues about individual footpaths
and buildings.

Classlane Media

NEWS

IN BRIEF
Sirius delay

SHOOTING STARS: a spectacular shot
from Dalby Forest using two Canon 550D
cameras and a 50D camera with Magic
Lantern software. Every 30 seconds the
camera took a single picture with an
exposure of around 25-30 seconds long
with the camera’s light sensitivity turned
up. The process continued for many hours
to collect a mass of single frames which
were stitched together and played back

as ‘a time-lapse shot.’ This gives the
impression that time is passing much
quicker than it actually does.
The still is taken from one of four videos
filmed for the National Park Authority by
Yorkshire film company Classlane Media.
The film crew travelled around the North
York Moors to capture the businesses,
landscapes and people that make the area
so special.

The films, which are on the National
Park Authority’s website, aim to
expand the tourism economy of the
North York Moors and wider area, and
promote the North York Moors area as
a distinctive brand.
The videos show impressive dark skies
featuring the Milky Way over Dalby Forest
and they also show the Howardian Hills,
an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

How are we performing?
The Authority strives to maintain a high level of customer service and
performance. The table below gives a snapshot of how it is performing
against 10 headline indicators.
Indicator
Customer Service Standards for:

Our target
2012/2013

Performance
2012/2013

98%

97%

98%

95%

• Planning applications determined
within 8 weeks

80%

83%

• M
 inor applications determined
within 8 weeks

65%

80%

• Other applications determined
within 8 weeks

80%

82%

• P
 ercentage of planning appeals
dismissed (4 year rolling average)

66%

65%

114,000ha

113.301ha

79%

79%

85%

81%

95%

91%

91%

90%

• Telephone calls answered
personally within 5 rings
• Written correspondence answered
within 10 working days

Area of the National Park managed in
line with the Authority’s conservation
objectives
Footpaths & other rights of way:
• That are easy to use by the public
• That are signposted where they
leave a road
Percentage satisfaction rating for users
of ‘promoting understanding’ services.

Waller discovers skep knife

AN IMPORTANT archaeological find has been discovered at Glaisdale close
to the largest number of ‘bee boles’ ever recorded in England and Wales.

A rare, 18th century, drystone wall on the edge of heather moorland, which is
being preserved by the National Park Authority and Natural England, has bee boles
or alcoves for no less than 77 ‘skeps’ – wicker, heather or straw bee hives. Most
bee bole walls generally only have about five recesses for skeps.
Drystone waller Donald Gunn has discovered a 17cm (6.7in) rusty knife at the
conservation site which experts believe was used to cut open the skeps and take
out the honey.

THE planning application for a second
potash mine in the National Park
has been delayed until August 2014.
Sirius Minerals, which proposes to
build a mine near Whitby, asked for
the decision in July to be deferred
because it wants to re-examine the
environmental impact of the wider
project, including processing, port
infrastructure at Teesside and a
26km-pipeline across the National
Park. Sirius has also accepted the
need for improved monitoring of the
existing environmental conditions at
the proposed mine site so that impacts
of traffic, noise and dust emissions
on local residents as well as effects
on rivers and ground water drainage
can be more accurately predicted. A
planning decision is now likely at the
end of 2014.

Christmas craft fair

Saturday and Sunday 16 and 17
November at The Moors National
Park Centre, Danby

New cycle centre opens
THREE great new cycling trails along
the spectacular cliff top at Sutton Bank
are being developed by the National
Park with the exciting ‘Cliff’ family trail
now open (‘Fort’ and ‘Paradise’ trails
opening spring 2014). Also on site, the
Sutton Bank Bikes cycling centre run
by Pace Cycles offers bike hire and skills
training as well as bike sales, clothing
and loads of accessories.

18 phone masts by 2015
Rare ‘bee boles’ at Glaisdale
which were recently featured
on BBC Countryfile

UP TO 18 mobile phone masts are
needed in the National Park as part
of a £150m Government plan to
improve mobile coverage by 2015.
The National Park Authority firmly
supports the plan and will carefully
select the sites for the masts to avoid
visual harm.

FARMERS FACE UNCERTAINTY

FARMING HAS driven the development of the landscape, economy and culture of the North York Moors for
hundreds of years. But the kind of farm work which maintains and enhances our landscapes and wildlife can
often place additional burdens on businesses.

Muck spreading in Fryup
Dale: farmers play an
essential role in keeping our
countryside rich in wildlife

So the Environmental Stewardship
Scheme, like Countryside Stewardship
before it, recognises the essential
role farmers have played in keeping
our countryside rich in wildlife and
compensates them for the income
they have lost.
The principle is that lapwings,
flower-rich meadows and hedgerows
are products of farming just as meat
and grain are. If we value these things,
then it is right that the farmers who
provide them do not lose out.
Farmers are now facing a period
of uncertainty, with the reform of the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
and subsequent development of a new

Rural Development Programme for
England (RDPE).
This programme will include a
new environmental land management
scheme. There is little information
available yet about exactly what the
scheme will include, how it will be
targeted or how it will incorporate
other land management schemes
such as the England Woodland
Grant Scheme.
The National Park Authority
is working with the other English
National Parks to ensure that the
needs of farmers in our most important
landscapes are properly considered in
the development of the new scheme.

In addition, the Authority will be
working with local colleagues in Natural
England as details of the new scheme
emerge, to ensure that it is targeted to
meet the National Park’s objectives.
The existing RDPE ends on 31
December 2013 and the new
programme begins in January 2016.
Arrangements for agreements that
expire in 2014 are explained on the
Natural England website, along with the
latest information on the new RDPE:
www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/
farming/funding/developments.aspx.
The level of future support for
farmers through agri-environment
schemes is likely to become much

clearer over the coming months. The
Authority will provide updates as the
implications of the changes for the
North York Moors emerge.
In the meantime, the National Park
Authority has discretionary schemes
available, including support for the
restoration of traditional field boundary
features and a targeted scheme for
improving wildlife habitats and the
landscape around them.
l For information about these
schemes and for other support
available from the Authority, visit
www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/advice
andgrants.

The text of this newsletter is also available in large print. Tel: 01439 772700

